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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Consumer Electronics Show 2020: The Good, The Bad,  and 
The Disturbing 

 

By Nicholas West 

It’s been a couple of years since I took a look at the annual              
Consumer Electronics Show (CES), the gathering place of the         
world’s leading tech companies as well as the latest tech startups.           
The massive event has been running for more than 50 years and            
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now comprises 4,500 exhibiting companies and 2.5 million square         
feet. It is estimated that a total of 175,000 industry professionals           
descended on Las Vegas this year to evaluate the latest trends           
and developments from the widest range of tech offerings         
available anywhere in the world. 

CES is a trade-only show closed to the public, which makes it a             
unique place to learn about what’s coming versus what is already           
here. This is the place where trends can be spotted, and specific            
products are given free rein to explore the boundaries of what is            
possible, garnering praise or criticism from their closest peers. 

Clandestine meetings are held, backroom deals can be made,         
and marketing strategies can be solidified. It is also a place where            
more than 6,000 international media members are on hand, many          
of whom are seen as prime influencers within the tech sector.  

All told, thousands of tweets per hour were sent out to record            
every detail of the event, resulting in an overwhelming flood of           
information. This is clearly the place where the pulse of future           
tech is taken, so I’d like to help distill what I believe to be the most                
crucial products and trends. 

While the event is often based around the latest scheduled          
releases from many of the world’s household names, as well as a            
smattering of concept technology that may or may not ever see           
the light of day, a birds-eye view can present us with some overall             
themes that we would be wise to pay attention to.  

This year saw further extension and innovation around many of          
the products and concepts I have discussed since the inception of           
Counter Markets in both the good and bad categories. However,          
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2020 also marked a further lean toward the disturbing. So,          
beyond the trends worthy of investment consideration, we should         
also address what the latest tech offerings and outliers mean for           
personal liberty if not used with the strongest ethical guidelines          
and best practices.  

Note: None of the products or companies highlighted in this article           
are sponsored content, they’ve only been presented for        
educational purposes. 

The Good 

 

World’s First Blockchain-powered Phone – A company from        
Singapore called Pundi X took home an Innovation Honoree title          
for its “Blok on Blok” smartphone. Mobile phones are among the           
most hacked devices on the planet, so leveraging the power of           
the blockchain to enhance security is a trend that we should see            
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growing exponentially in coming years. The best aspect of this          
trend, in my view, is that as the number of phones increases, it             
strengthens the entire network through the additional       
decentralization.  Read more about the project here. 

Televisions Galore – The latest television tech is always a          
central feature at CES, but this year saw greater sizes, greater           
diversity and greater fidelity. The largest TV ever seen at CES           
was introduced with Samsung’s Wall MicroLED 292-inch screen.        
They also offered up their 8K screens. Although the TV market is            
constantly receiving new competitors, Samsung remains a clear        
leader in this space. 

Flexible Tech – Foldable phones, rollup TVs and host of flexible           
tech continues to hit the market. Motorola revealed its Razor          
horizontal-fold 5G phone estimated to be in the $1,500 range,          
with TCL offering a similar concept and stiff competition at a           
projected $500. Dell has a foldable tablet prototype. The Royole          
Mirage wraps a screen around a smart speaker. And LG’s rollup           
65-inch OLED can finally be had for $60,000.  

But the most talked about piece of flexible tech came from Intel            
and its Horseshoe Bend foldable laptop; you can read a deep dive            
from CNET here that shows what we can expect from the future.            
Clearly, we are still a long way from seeing products ready for            
market or prices that would encourage more widespread interest,         
but it’s coming and is an area that investors should pay close            
attention to.  

Gaming Tech – This is a category I’ll be focusing on exclusively            
in next month’s issue. The gaming industry as a whole is surging            
to unprecedented levels, and this is reflected in new adaptations          
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across the spectrum. There has been much more emphasis         
placed on portability such as the Black Shark 2 Pro Gaming           
phone, and industry staple Alienware introducing a portable        
Windows gaming console to rival Nintendo’s Switch. The gaming         
laptop market is also becoming far more competitive with new          
entries that are constantly breaking the boundaries of what is          
possible with much smaller form factors. NVIDIA also made         
waves this year by producing the fastest displays ever built for           
competitive gaming. 

 

The 10-second Toothbrush – If we are talking about the good           
aspects of tech, efficiency and better performance is always the          
goal, and that is what is being promised by the Y Brush. For $125              
you can reduce your daily brushing event to a mere 10 seconds,            
they claim, with far better results. I’m all for making this mindless            
activity much quicker, so sign me up. 
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GuRu Wireless Charger – This company featured a contactless         
charging system that can power devices anywhere in the room.          
They also make it a point to address concerns about potentially           
cancer-causing millimeter-wave technology by stressing that they       
utilize the naturally occurring radio waves in the air. They state           
that this is a healthier alternative to WiFi and cell phone signals. I             
think it’s a positive step to see tech companies thinking in a            
different direction.  You can read more about their tech here. 

Neofect Smart Balance – A range of health tech products are           
always featured, but one of the most promising areas and          
beneficial uses are in rehabilitation. This balance platform        
gamifies the rehab process to provide a bit of enjoyment to an            
otherwise awful experience.  

Handheld Text Reader – This is another piece of tech that does            
what the best technology should do: truly assist people who have           
deficiencies to experience something that they otherwise cannot.        
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The OrCam Read will highlight any piece of text and read it aloud.             
This is not only great for those with vision impairments, but for            
those with learning disabilities. 

Robotic Prosthetics – In another area of technological        
assistance, robotic prosthetics have already come a long way, but          
continue to show vast improvements. New A.I. prosthetics will         
read brainwaves and ideally help amputees again feel more         
natural movements with prosthetic devices. BrainCo is one that         
was featured and is expected to receive FDA approval very soon.  

Another type of robotic assistance is not exactly a prosthetic, but           
does serve as a type of limb extension to help stroke victims            
regain mobility. The Dimension Robotics’ Dr. CaRo “is a         
motorized handle-equipped robotic arm attached to a 23-inch        
display, (and) is meant to aid in rebuilding neural connections to a            
patient’s limbs with entertaining training exercises.” 

 

Sepura Smart Composter – This one caught my eye as it fits            
some of the other requirements of good tech: it increases          
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efficiency and improves quality of life. This system attaches to          
existing plumbing and automatically separates waste from liquid,        
while also offering an odor-free bin that is self-cleaning. It is           
advertised to reduce the need to empty the container down to one            
time per month and has an LED indicator to show the level. At             
$340 it seems fair to me. Read more here. 

The Bad 

 

The following tech is not only bad for privacy and liberty – some of              
these products are simply bad ideas. I would personally cross off           
any of the following for investment consideration.  

The first bad sign came from Google upping its PR blitz to include             
news about their new privacy policies for the 500 million people           
per month that use Google Assistant. Google’s presence is only          
expected to increase through “Ambient Computing,” forcing them        
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to alleviate growing concern about where the data is going and           
what it means to opt-in.  

Google, Amazon, et. al are hell-bent on rolling out as much           
surveillance tech as they can get away with in an “always on”            
smart world, despite the history of misuse, hacking, data leaks          
and 3rd-party corruption. This is bad enough with consumer         
products that people choose to invite into their homes, but the rest            
of us who would like to completely opt-out will have a far more             
difficult time as this tech invades public spaces.  

Just a few of the really bad ideas include welcoming Amazon into            
your home with a $5,000 bed that has built-in Alexa speakers, as            
well as Kohler’s intelligent toilet that also employs Alexa.         
However, it’s Alexa’s integration into gas stations that seems like          
an exceedingly bad idea. Apparently, saying “Alexa pay for gas”          
at one of 11,500 gas stations across the U.S. is no cause for             
concern.  

Additionally, it’s not only companies like Amazon that consumers         
need to be concerned with, it’s all of the third-party apps that get             
woven into the smart tech/smart payment ecosystem. Case in         
point: here is what the Electronic Frontier Foundation concluded         
about Amazon’s Ring doorbell surveillance after a deep technical         
investigation; now, imagine this at scale throughout every aspect         
of public interaction: 

In the past, we’ve illuminated the mismanagement of user         
information which has led to data breaches, and the attempt          
to place the blame for such blunders at the customers’ feet. 
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This goes a step beyond that, by simply delivering sensitive          
data to third parties not accountable to Ring or bound by the            
trust placed in the customer-vendor relationship. As we’ve        
mentioned, this includes information about your device and        
carrier, unique identifiers that allow these companies to track         
you across apps, real-time interaction data with the app, and          
information about your home network. In the case of         
MixPanel, it even includes your name and email address.         
This data is given to parties either only mentioned briefly,          
buried on an internal page users are unlikely to ever see, or            
not listed at all. 

As I covered in a previous issue, 5G technology will play a major             
role in expanding the speed and access of these services. As a            
consequence, CES featured new devices that are expected to         
take advantage of 5G like the world’s first 5G laptop from Lenovo.  

Despite a growing health concern over the blanketing of the public           
with radiation that no one opted in for, there is a fair amount of              
evidence that shows how much more vulnerable 5G will be to           
cyberattacks and hacking, as well as the fact that it might not            
even work at the speeds being advertised. These issues have          
caused political turmoil as the “Race to 5G” is rife with           
accusations of built-in backdoors from China, not to mention         
conflicts between local and federal governments over forced        
installation and infrastructure costs. In short, it’s an absolute mess          
that very well could result in many cost overruns, abandoned          
projects and a fair amount of lawsuits across various agencies of           
the U.S. government. Invest in this space with extreme caution. 
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The Toilet Paper Robot from Charmin – Yes, the RollBot is           
apparently a thing. In case you’ve forgotten about the most          
essential part of your bathroom visit, you can phone the Charmin           
RollBot … unless of course you forgot your smartphone as well. A            
pretty lousy idea in my estimation and hardly worth the as-yet           
undetermined cost. Buying more toilet paper is money better         
spent. 

The Disturbing 

 

Fake Food Technology – This isn’t the first year where food tech            
was rolled out, but it continues to be developed. In addition to the             
Impossible Burger 2.0 from last year, we now have Impossible          
Pork added to the fake food roster. Certainly, if people choose not            
to eat meat – real or lab created – that would be their choice, but               
it’s worth paying attention to how closely this trend ties into other            
more nefarious trends like global warming and all of the attendant           
taxes, including food “recommendations” to reduce greenhouse       
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gas emissions. For those attuned to social engineering schemes,         
this one raises a big red flag.  

Fake People Technology – Samsung is at the forefront of          
offering the world fake friends, assistants, and advisors through         
their Neon A.I. project.  

The increasing emphasis on making emotional connections with        
tech, instead of the purely efficient or practical, is taking many           
forms. An emotional support robot puppy is part of that trend and,            
in my opinion, might actually be OK in some cases. It has been             
shown in many studies, for example, that long-term hospital         
patients (especially children) do respond extremely well to        
animals. In cases where there are delicate immune and allergy          
considerations, however, this might not be possible. Perhaps a         
robot puppy could provide a much-needed service?  

Samsung’s Neon A.I. is promoted as "a computationally created         
virtual being that looks and behaves like a real human, with the            
ability to show emotions and intelligence." Samsung claims that         
these virtual beings can develop memories as well as express a           
unique personality making them ideal in roles of advisors,         
teachers and news anchors in addition to support roles in homes,           
hospitals and schools.  

Combined with facial recognition and robotics, the addition of an          
emotional element is becoming more widespread. These       
technologies are merging into rentable robots that include both         
biometric identification of individuals as well as their mental state. 

However, things are drifting over the creepy line when we read           
about the U.S. Army developing applications like the        
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microaggression detector that they recently funded with $1.5M to         
research ways to uncover bias in the workplace through         
emotional detection. This trend is certainly showing growth, so         
investors who are comfortable with the disturbing ethical        
considerations can tread carefully.  

 

Health Sensors – There is an increasingly heavy emphasis being          
placed upon precision medicine, which is something I also         
covered in my previous CES installment. Since then, I’ve also          
written an article for Counter Markets about the connection         
between proposals like HARPA – the Health Advanced Research         
Projects Agency – modeled after DARPA’s military version, as         
well as trends with health insurance that easily could see all of            
this fitness tracking being merged into a much wider health          
surveillance network.  

There is certainly some beneficial tech here like non-invasive         
blood-glucose monitoring and a range of at-home diagnostic        
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tools. Even tech that can help people connect with health services           
from home must be seen as a positive development. The key           
here, in my view, is that the emphasis needs to be placed on             
self-directed medicine. Otherwise, we are bound to see people         
being “incentivized” for their good behavior and it might even lead           
to mandatory health tracking, reporting and medicating. You can         
read an abbreviated version of my Counter Markets article about          
HARPA here to see how far this can go. You can also read the              
Wall Street Journal’s vision for the future of employment when a           
range of biometrics and microchip implants are required to         
“maintain the health and security” of employees.  

Additional sources:  

CNET 

TIME 

Bitcoinist 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

The Narrative of Bitcoin 

 

By Vin Armani  

Our tagline at Counter Markets is “Trends and Strategies For          
Maximum Freedom.” Our belief is that if you can spot the trends            
and have the correct strategies to take advantage of those trends,           
you will be able to deliver freedom – financial and otherwise – to             
yourself and those about whom you care.  

This month, I am going to delve into the importance of           
understanding narrative in the context of trends and the strategies          
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you leverage to profit from those trends. Specifically, this article          
will explore the unfolding narrative of Bitcoin which, in my opinion,           
appears to be making a pivot in a new direction. 

A trend is a narrative. When we describe trends, we tell a story,             
crafting a narrative about what occurred in the past and drawing a            
line to some point in the future. The most stark example of this in              
the world of Bitcoin and cryptocurrency are the endless “charts” of           
Bitcoin price which seek to find patterns and extrapolate future          
outcomes. I refer to the so-called “technical traders” who keep          
producing these charts as “fortune-tellers.” Merely drawing a chart         
is certainly not enough. Each collection of lines must be          
accompanied by a story about why the trend that they are           
observing (which is inevitably at odds with the trends being seen           
by a large percentage of their colleagues) is aligned with reality.           
The fortune-tellers have to craft a narrative that makes sense.          
Along with the narrative, these fortune-tellers will have devised a          
strategy to maximize profit should the trend manifest as predicted.          
We do much the same in this newsletter, yet I’d stake our record             
against that of even the most popular crypto fortune-teller any          
day. 

Short-term price movements are almost impossible to time.        
Crypto fortune-tellers are wrong far more often than they are right.           
I have yet to see one go on a streak and make correct predictions              
for even a string of a couple months. However, at least a handful             
of fortune-tellers are correct about each price movement. In some          
ways it’s a reflection The Infinite Monkey Theorem, which states          
that a monkey hitting keys at random on a typewriter keyboard for            
an infinite amount of time will almost surely type any given text,            
such as the complete works of William Shakespeare. We don’t          
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however, need an infinite number of fortune-tellers because the         
set of total outcomes for a price movement of Bitcoin is severely            
limited. The price, in a given time frame, can: 

1. go up a lot 
2. go up a little 
3. stay basically the same 
4. go down a little 
5. or go down a lot. 

Those are the options upon which you will base your investment           
thesis. You’ve got a 20% chance of being mostly right. So, we            
really only need 5 fortune-tellers each picking a distinct narrative          
for at least one of them to claim he was prescient.  

Even in a financial arena where the set of possible outcomes is            
significantly larger, in our information-dense age, there’s usually        
someone who “called it.” The Big Short gives us a glimpse at just             
such an outsider prophecy paying off to the tune of billions of            
dollars during the 2007-2008 housing market crisis.  

As with Michael Burry, played by Christian Bale in The Big Short,            
and his bet (while things seemed rosiest) that the housing market           
would collapse, the biggest payoffs are the bets with the longest           
odds. Burry is like the inside man at the track who knows that the              
favored horses are sick and the longshot is in top condition. He            
has come by uncommon, “special,” knowledge and uses that to          
his advantage. He has a different outlook on the trend from           
everyone else and so he is standing all alone when his strategy            
pays off. He does not have to share his winnings with anyone            
else.  
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I am always on the search for uncommon knowledge, and a rare,            
special narrative … especially when it comes to Bitcoin. 

In previous articles, I have written about how the general          
understanding of “what Bitcoin is” has changed over the last          
decade. Bitcoin’s narrative began as “the emergence of a new          
form of money.” That narrative exists now in two camps: “digital           
gold” and “peer-to-peer cash.” Later, through the realizations of         
people like Vitalik Buterin, the narrative branched out to include “a           
decentralized platform for computing and tokenization.” Now there        
are even camps who insist that Bitcoin’s narrative is actually “the           
network that will replace the internet as we know it.” All of these             
branches of the narrative will play out. Each represents an          
investment thesis and a counter-thesis, because there are always         
two sides to any bet.  

I have been most interested in the “money” branch of the           
narrative as I think that narrative has the most fertile ground for            
entrepreneurs. The money narrative began with a story of the          
“Bitcoin native token,” (satoshis) emerging to replace fiat currency         
and the established financial system. After the BTC/BCH fork in          
2017, that story split in two. The BTC side insists that Bitcoin is             
trending toward being a stable reserve asset, “digital gold,” on          
which other new layers of a financial system can be built. The            
BCH narrative has generally continued to track the “replacing fiat”          
narrative, entrenching itself in the label of “peer-to-peer electronic         
cash” in reference to the title of the Bitcoin white paper. 

When I look at the data on the ground, the most striking trend of              
the last 2 years has supported neither the “digital gold” narrative           
nor the “replacing fiat” narrative. It’s clear that the undeniable          
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trend in cryptocurrency in general and Bitcoin in particular has          
been a move toward tokenized fiat, popularly known as         
“stablecoins.”  

At the time of writing, the most popular USD-backed stablecoin,          
Tether (USDT), has the highest trading volume on exchanges of          
any tracked cryptocurrency. This effectively means that USDT, a         
tokenized US dollar, is the reserve cryptocurrency of the space.          
That is a position that had been held by Bitcoin until quite            
recently. To add to the remarkable nature of the trend, Tether           
doesn’t have its own blockchain or network. Instead, USDT value          
is tokenized and stored on existing cryptocurrency networks. The         
value is primarily split between the Bitcoin (BTC) and,         
increasingly, Ethereum (ETH) networks with some minor value on         
other chains like Tron and even Blockstream’s new Liquid         
sidechain. At various times in the last year, Tether transactions          
accounted for the majority of traffic on both BTC and ETH.  

Last fall, Ethereum’s network was severely slowed by a deluge of           
USDT traffic as Tether’s issuing organization made a move from          
BTC’s Omni protocol to Ethereum’s ERC-20 token standard. The         
last year has also seen serious players in the space launch their            
own backed stablecoins, such as USDC and Paxos. Late last          
year, BitPay, the preeminent cryptocurrency payment processor,       
even added major Ethereum-based stablecoins to its payment        
options. Notably, it added these tokens before adding other top 10           
(by market capitalization) cryptocurrencies, such as Litecoin       
(LTC). 

The trend represented by the rise of the stablecoin is undeniable.           
Observation and analysis of this trend has forced me to refine my            
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own Bitcoin narrative. I no longer see the native Bitcoin token,           
satoshis, as the unit of account for peer-to-peer electronic cash. I           
now see satoshis as the “raw materials” required to effectuate          
transactions of the tokenized fiat which will be “peer-to-peer cash          
for the world.” I’ve been privately outlining the specifics of how I            
believe this narrative will unfold but, in this article, I want to give a              
high-level overview of how this new narrative requires a change in           
strategy in order to profit as the trend manifests. 

If satoshis are to be the raw material, “the oil,” in a Bitcoin-based             
economy, then it is appropriate to think of them as a commodity.            
Ethereum, which actually calls its native token, ETH, “gas,” has          
already introduced this basic concept. Markets work best when         
the cost of raw materials remains low. Profit margins for          
producers of raw materials such as oil and lumber tend to be tight.             
That satoshis are of fixed supply and end up being “recycled” over            
time (the point of “reusable proof of work”) adds to this           
mechanism. This necessarily means that the HODL strategy,        
where massive gains in exchange rate over time is expected, is           
not an optimum investment strategy. No one HODLs oil, although          
holding stock in major oil producers has been a wise long-term           
play. As major miners and other block producers, who generate or           
accumulate satoshis (via fees) make shares in their companies         
available on public markets, there is an equity play. 

The tokenized fiat economy is going to need an entirely new           
software and hardware infrastructure. Start-ups are already       
emerging to service this new market. Most of the market is not yet             
paying attention to these businesses. That makes knowledge of         
their existence “special knowledge.” Special knowledge,      
leveraged properly, is the key to massive profits. Similarly, since          
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there is currently no barrier (beyond financial) to launching and          
issuing tokenized fiat, we should expect to see fierce competition          
between stablecoins themselves, even those which offer the        
same fiat unit of account. The primary dimensions on which such           
competition will happen are transparency and liquidity. The more         
easily auditable tokenized fiat deposits are, the greater trust there          
will be in that token. This is Tether’s Achilles’ heel. Its opaque and             
shady accounting practices will surely be the cause of its eventual           
loss of market share. In the early going, much of the perceived            
value of a tokenized fiat offering will be based on the amount of             
friction in movement from blockchain token to physical or bank          
fiat. Those who wish to “place a bet” on one stablecoin or another             
can do so by investing in the issuer or the businesses that are             
building on top of a particular stablecoin. 

I am unconvinced by so-called “collateralized stablecoins.” I        
simply do not think that the idea of “collateralizing Bitcoin (or ETH)            
UTXOs with Bitcoin UTXOs” is rational. As of yet, no proponent of            
these experiments (like DAI) have been able to explain to me how            
their value proposition is not simply an infinite regress at best, and            
a Ponzi scheme at worst. The clear trend is toward the expansion            
of mind and market share exclusively for those tokens which          
represent fiat value on deposit in financial institutions.  

The trend is creating much cognitive dissonance in a community          
that, to a great degree, has fantasized about the destruction of the            
established financial system and the end of fiat currency. The          
history of money, however, has been a steady march of          
evolutionary pressures, with each new innovation building on the         
last. It is actually most reasonable to expect that, if Bitcoin is to             
become part of the lineage of money, that it will need to heavily             
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leverage existing systems, albeit in totally new ways. We are early           
in that process, and the next few years are going to be quite             
eye-opening. If my analysis of the trend is correct,         
multi-generational wealth is going to be made in a very short           
period of time that has already begun. The opportunity for smart           
entrepreneurs with special knowledge is vast. 
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WEALTH 
 

Where To Spend Cryptocurrency 

 
By Jeff Paul 
 
“What can I do with it?”  
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It’s the first question asked when introducing someone to         
cryptocurrency. Perhaps you already earned or bought some and         
are wondering the same thing. Well, you can hold it and hope for             
riches, or you can spend it online and at a host of physical             
locations near you. Some vendors even offer discounts to         
encourage you to pay in cryptocurrencies. 
 
In fact, there are so many options to spend cryptocurrency that           
you can pay for just about all of your necessities with it. Food,             
travel, products, services, and anywhere that accepts debit cards         
can now be paid for with cryptocurrency.  
 
It wasn’t always this easy to spend cryptocurrency. The first ever           
purchase using bitcoin was the famous pizza purchase for 10,000          
BTC in 2010. 
 
On May 18, 2010, Florida resident Laszlo Hanyecz announced on          
Bitcointalk.org he would pay someone 10,000 BTC to order him          
two pizzas. At that time, 10,000 Bitcoin was worth $25. Four days            
later, Bitcointalk.org user jarcos obliged and presumably paid with         
a credit card and had two piping hot pizzas delivered to Hanyecz            
from Papa John's. Today those pizzas are worth nearly         
$100,000,000. 
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That pizza purchase ignited bitcoin’s use in commerce. Shortly         
after that, darknet markets like Silk Road demonstrated bitcoin’s         
powerful potential to disrupt regulated payments. Its peer-to-peer        
and pseudonymous design opened a new paradigm that has yet          
to be fully explored. 
 
Although acceptance has fluctuated over the years,       
cryptocurrency in commerce has grown to a point where you can           
survive entirely off it if you are clever and use the resources            
below.  
 
Here are the many ways you can spend your cryptocurrency in           
2020.  
 
Debit Cards 
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By far the easiest way to pay for anything using cryptocurrencies           
is by getting a debit card that works just like any other card you              
use for shopping.  
 
BitPay card – The BitPay card is a prepaid Visa debit card that             
can be filled with BTC, BCH, ETH or XRP and used anywhere            
Visa is accepted worldwide. The card costs $9.95 and standard          
conversion fees of 1% apply. 
 
MCO card – The MCO Visa card by Crypto.com offers rewards           
paid in MCO Token on purchases. Cardholders cannot load         
cryptocurrency onto their MCO Visa Card. All cryptocurrency is         
converted to US dollars and loaded onto the MCO Visa Card for            
use in purchase and ATM withdrawals. 
 
Gift Cards 
 
Cryptocurrency users are able to buy gift cards for major retailers           
like Whole Foods, Walmart, Amazon, Target, REI, Home Depot,         
Lowe’s, Bass Pro Shops, and many popular restaurants like         
Outback, Olive Garden, Panera, Applebees, etc. They’re also        
available for services like Uber and entertainment like movie         
tickets. 
 
eGifter – eGifter has gift cards to over 250 brands for purchase            
with multiple cryptocurrencies like BTC, BCH, ETH, BSV, DASH,         
XRP, and LTC. 
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https://bitpay.com/card/
https://crypto.com/en/cards.html
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Gyft – Gyft was one of the first companies in the world to accept              
bitcoin payments. By selling gift cards they created liquidity for          
bitcoiners before there were trustworthy exchanges. At the time of          
this writing, they only accept Bitcoin (BTC) and not any other           
cryptocurrencies. 
 
Amazon 
 
You can buy anything for sale on Amazon.com at significant          
discounts using Bitcoin or Bitcoin Cash at Purse.io.  
 
It’s simple to use. First, you open an account and transfer some            
bitcoin into your Purse wallet. Then you can either search          
Amazon from Purse.io or you can add their Chrome extension to           
shop directly on Amazon. Once you choose an item that you           
want, you set your desired discount (up to 20% off) and other            
Purse users fulfill your order. If you want quick fulfillment and           
delivery, it’s best to keep the discount between 5%-10%. 
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Overstock 
 
Overstock.com was one of the first major online retailers to          
directly accept cryptocurrencies for any item from their store.         
Overstock offers a wide variety of products like apparel,         
housewares, furniture, electronics and even groceries.  
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Newegg 
 
Newegg.com is a large electronics retailer that sells computer         
parts online for cryptocurrency. Newegg uses BitPay to process         
payments so they’re able to accept BTC, BCH, ETH, XRP and a            
host of USD stablecoins. 
 
Precious Metals 
 

 
 
Most of the large precious metals dealers online accept multiple          
cryptocurrencies for payments. Money Metals, JM Bullion,       
GoldSilver, GoldMoney, APMEX and SD Bullion all accept        
cryptocurrencies.  
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https://www.newegg.com/
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Jewelry 
 
REEDS Jewelers is an American fine jeweler with locations in 13           
states and a national online presence. All locations accept Bitcoin          
for purchases. 
 
Web Services 
 
There are a slew of web services that can be purchased using            
cryptocurrency. Microsoft offers its products for crypto. You can         
reserve domain names and get hosting for your website at          
Namecheap and search the Internet privately using VPNs like         
ExpressVPN and Private Internet Access  all with cryptocurrency. 
 
Phone Service 
 
In May 2019, AT&T became the first major U.S. mobile carrier to            
provide a cryptocurrency payment option to customers. By using         
BitPay to process payments, customers may have the option to          
pay in Bitcoin (BTC), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Ethereum (ETH) and          
Ripple (XRP) along with a host of USD stablecoins recently added           
to BitPay’s platform. 
 
TV Service 
 
Dish Network was the first subscription model pay-TV provider to          
accept Bitcoin beginning in 2014. DISH accepts payment in         
multiple cryptocurrencies including BTC and BCH.  
 
Travel 
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There are several excellent options for booking your travel plans          
with cryptocurrency including flights, hotels and rental cars. The         
best services that accept cryptos are CheapAir and Travala.         
CheapAir accepts a handful of currencies like BTC, BCH, LTC,          
and DASH, while Travala accepts over 40 different cryptos. 
 
Social Tipping 
 
Twitch, an Amazon-owned company, now allows users to fund         
accounts and tip livestreamers using cryptocurrency.  
 
Debauchery 
  
Private censorship-resistant currencies are ideal for grey and        
black markets like gambling, porn and drugs.  
 
There are countless online casinos that accept cryptocurrency. A         
few worth noting are Cloudbet, BitStarz, FortuneJack, and Cash         
Games. 
 
When PayPal recently stopped service to leading porn site         
Pornhub, they quickly replaced them with support for the USD          
stablecoin Tether. 
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Bitcoin originally became popular for its use on the original          
darknet market Silk Road which processed over $1.2 billion in two           
years (2011-2013) of operation. The overwhelming majority of        
sales were small amounts of cannabis.  
 
There are several darknet markets that continue to this day.          
Users must install the Tor Onion browser in order to navigate to            
these websites and make purchases with cryptocurrencies. 
 
Marketplaces 
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Fancy – Fancy is like a social media feed for shopping. It displays             
items for sale in a Pinterest-meets-Facebook-like feed and Fancy         
acts as the intermediary between you and the seller. It accepts           
Bitcoin as payment. 
 
OpenBazaar & Haven App are peer-to-peer marketplaces where        
you can buy products directly from other users with         
cryptocurrency.  
 

 
Freelancers 
 
Although Fiverr no longer accepts bitcoin for payment for         
freelance projects, you can still find writers, coders, graphic         
artists, website designers and more at FreelanceForCoins,       
Cryptogrind, CanWork, and Moonlighting.  
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Local Retailers and Services 
 
Looking for a local dentist, acupuncturist, or builder who accepts          
cryptocurrency? How about a coffee shop, bar, or food truck? You           
can find local retailers and services who accept cryptocurrency         
payments through Coinmap.org or Bitcoin Cash Map. 
 
Besides the resources listed here, there are countless        
independent Shopify shops and online merchants that accept        
cryptocurrency.  
 
One of the best ways to spread adoption is to always ask            
merchants if they accept cryptocurrency. Explain the benefits of         
lower fees and no chargebacks. The more they hear it, the more            
acceptance there will be. 
 
Where else do you spend crypto? Tell us on Twitter          
@countermarkets or in our private Telegram group for        
subscribers. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices had a nice surge last month, starting off around           
$7400 and heading steadily higher to just above $9500 by the end            
of January. The past couple of days prices have pulled back a            
little to the $9200 level that we’re sitting at today. All eyes are on              
the $10,000 mark here, which is really nothing more than a           
psychological barrier. Bitcoin will likely approach and retreat from         
this level several times before it breaks through and moves          
significantly higher.  

Price action looked incredibly bullish all month long, as each          
pullback was met with rapid support and followed through with          
breakouts to new highs. Many of the alt-coins have staged          
impressive rallies as well, moving up far more than Bitcoin in           
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terms of percentage. Overall, January was a pretty significant         
month for the entire cryptocurrency industry, as we saw the          
market cap of all cryptos climb from $197 billion to about $260            
billion in just 1 month.  

The news cycle was relatively quiet last month; we didn’t have           
any threats from world governments, no accusations of how         
cryptocurrency only enables criminals, no declarations of Bitcoin’s        
death. Really, all we heard about was further infrastructure being          
built out in order to support mass adoption.  

Along those lines, Gemini just today announced a partnership         
with TradingView, a leading social/financial network with over 5         
million active traders and investors. All TradingView users now         
have the ability to buy and sell Bitcoin integrated into their           
account through this partnership. 

The demand for Bitcoin as an investment vehicle is still very high,            
and while there has been a ton of progress on making it available             
to everyday investors, it’s still nowhere near as simple as buying           
common stock. As large-scale brokerages solve the institutional        
custody issue, we should see more partnerships and increased         
ease of use for everyday investors.  

We also have the Bitcoin halving event that’s being widely          
speculated about. The event occurs in May 2020, where mining          
rewards are cut by 50%. The previous halving events have led to            
massive Bitcoin rallies, and many traders are looking for the same           
thing to happen this time. While there’s no guarantee this time           
around, a self-fulfilling prophecy could easily happen here as         
everyone piles into Bitcoin before the event, driving up the price.  
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For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using            
Coinbase to take your first position. Be careful with your position           
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also         
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more           
in a matter of days.  

 

Silver Update 

 

Silver took a bit of a breather last month, which was expected            
after the 10% jump it posted in December. Last month prices           
started off around the $18.00 level, moved as high as $18.50, as            
low as $17.50, and currently sit around $17.75. The price action           
was pretty slow, with an overall drop of about 25 cents for the             
month. This is typical after a significant price move, as the market            
has to “digest” the move and build a significant base before it can             
break out to the next direction, whether it be higher or lower.  

The geo-political conflict from Iran seems to be a distant memory           
in the news; there’s been no mention of increased conflict since           
the US government killed one of their chief military personnel.          
Iran’s anger instead turned towards their own government once         
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they admitted to shooting down a passenger airline full of          
civilians.  

Other than that, all appears to be calm for the time being. Brexit is              
set to happen with a honeymoon period lasting the remainder of           
2020. The FOMC are holding interest rates steady, but are ready           
to cut them further should it be required. The presidential          
impeachment proceedings are all but over, with no significant         
changes or impact on anything. The US dollar still reigns supreme           
as the only large-scale currency with a positive interest rate.  

The next items in the news cycle will likely be election related, as             
the markets respond to a potential Sanders or Warren candidacy.          
Either of those will likely send equities markets into a period of            
heightened volatility, with gold and silver seeing significant capital         
inflows as a result.  

Regardless of what happens next, the reasons for owning gold          
and silver haven’t changed here. These metals have been         
recognized as money long before the US dollar existed, and          
they’ll be recognized as money long after the US dollar as well.            
Their value can’t be eroded over time and inflated away like the            
US dollar, nor can the supply be controlled by the Federal           
Reserve.  

The ideal way to look at gold and silver is as an insurance policy              
on your wealth or savings. Should financial armageddon hit at any           
point, you’ll see the value skyrocket. If nothing happens and the           
economy does great for the next 50-100 years, you won’t be any            
worse off owning precious metals, as their value should increase          
on par with inflation, just as it has for thousands of years.  
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The gold-to-silver ratio sits at 88 today, unchanged from last          
month, so we’re still on the extreme end of silver being cheap            
relative to gold. For those of you who have been waiting to take a              
position in silver, this is still a great opportunity given how cheap            
silver is relative to gold. You can find great prices from a trusted             
supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (March 2020) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

The Video Game Revolution Has Only Just Begun 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

How To Analyze Crypto Laws 

WEALTH 

Invest in Yourself By Working For Free 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

Not a member? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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